
Our company is looking to fill the role of technical mgr. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technical mgr

Aids in the implementation and execution of appropriate methods
Create and track end to end project plan in conjunction with the lead
engineer
Coordinate scoping and architecture review activities for initiated
Manage data feeds, video feeds and general integration into the NBA Digital
products including the NBA.com responsive website, the NBA app that lives
on over 15 platforms, and any new devices or platforms
This may include feeds and SDKs that support advertising, analytics, scoring
data, e-commerce, social media, quality of service
Coordinate closely with internal and external developers for successful
integration and implementation
Assist with the development and launch of new consumer-facing products
and product features, and help establish requirements for product
architecture platform technologies and capabilities
Participate in new technology assessment, definition, and due diligence trial
and testing
Collaborate with product management, development and internal
stakeholders to develop roadmaps and plan development iterations for all
department supported products, platforms, components, toolkits and
applications
Work closely with teams to map out plans for product testing, rehearsals and
execution during live events

Qualifications for technical mgr

Example of Technical Mgr Job Description
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Direct and review technical work performed by various shared resources and
external development partners
Manage communication and technical relationships with shared internal
teams, external development partners, and 3rd-party technology services
Lead and track tasks and milestones across all parties, including vendors
Clarify and resolve issues with substantial significance and impact, which may
span multiple areas, using advanced technical and professional knowledge
Monitor and evaluate completion of tasks and projects
Supervise other staff, including hiring, performance management, and related
duties, in addition to instruction on complex techniques and direction on
projects


